
I
t's a blistering cold February morning on the Mickley property : few days back, along with Sandweiss' fellow Ladies of The Evil Dead
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, a farm about an hour and a half : Betsy Baker and Theresa Tilly (a.k.a. Sarah York). How'd all these 
outside ofNewYo(k City and a spot w]1ere local residents aren't : recognizable scary and funny faces end up in rural Pennsyl':'ani�, 

accustomed to a small crew making a movie right in their own back- : shooting a horror mockumentary called Brutal Massacre (commg m 
yard. But here we are, and this writer tries his best to brave the cold : July on DVD from Anchor Bay Entertainment following select the
by nursing a hot cup of coffee. Despite the bitter weather, one can't : atrical bookings this spring)? 
help but get giddy at the sight of filmmaker Stevan Mena a mere few : In 2004, writer/director Stevan Mena had successfully managed 
paces ahead, directing genre veterans David (An American Werewolf : to complete his debut slasher flick Malevolence and seen it receive 
in London) Naughton and Ken (Dawn of the Dead) Foree in the same : limited theatrical engagements, followed by a DVD release in April 
scene, while the frantic crew prepares the next shot. · 2005 from Anchor Bay-becoming its biggest disc debut ever. Dur-

Naughton and Foree together in the same movie? That's right- . ing this period, Mena worked closely with the company's Tom Barn
and standing right behind Naughton is comedian Gerry (The 40 Year- : bard on Malevolence's DVD features, and the two struck up an 
Old Virgin) Bednob, while not too far off in the trailers immediate friendship. 
stationed on this location, Ellen (The Evil Dead) Sandweiss 
and Brian (Clerks) O'Halloran are waiting to shoot scenes 
scheduled for later in the day. Rumor has it that Gunnar 
Hansen, the original Leatherface himself, was on location a 

By ROB GALLUZZO 

Real Brutal Massacre writer/director Stevan Mena 
had a much better time with his coU"�orators 

(left to right: Brian O'Halloran, David Naughton, Ellen Sandwelss 
and Gunnar Hansen) than the fictitious one does. 

"We thought a lot alike," Barn bard recalls. "His directiJlg : set it aside because of the other projects he wanted to produce first, 
style and view on horror films matched my sense of them as : but he sent me a copy and I thought it was really funny-a total 
well. As things moved along, we decided it would be great : departure from serious horror films. We started discussing who 
to work together at some point. A year ago, we sat down • might be in a film like that and how we would do it. The more we 
and decided to team up and work on producing the remain- : talked about it, the more fun the project sounded." 

ing films in his Malevolence trilogy." : "Brutal Massacre was originally something we were going to do 
Rights issues arose shortly before preproduction on the : extremely low-budget, shot on video, completely on a lark, as a 

Malevolence prequel which prevented the duo from making that : joke," Mena says. "We started sending the script around to genre 
their next film, sci Mena opted to move onto another project : stars, and everybody loved it. The response was euphoric. I thought, 
he'd been vying to do, a ghost story titledAbaddon. That project : 'Wouldn't it be cool to do something completely different from what 
was rushed into preparation with the hopes of shooting at the : anyone would expect from me?' " 
Betlllehem Steel Mills before they were tom down to make way : "We started making phone calls, oilier people read tlle script and 
for a line of casinos. : really liked it, so everything just fell into place," Barnhard contin-

"It was, in my opinion, the scariest place on Earth," Mena : ues. "We were able to get it together very quickly." Since the team 
says. "The problem was, that place wasn't going to be around : had already scouted Bethlehem for the potential Abaddon shoot, it 
much longer. So I said, 'Either we shoot now, or we don't shoot at : was a no-brainer to use many of those locations for the new project. 
all,' because I felt we couldn't make tllat movie without that loca- : Brutal Massacre is set up as a mockumentary in which reporter 
tion. It just wouldn't have been the same film for me." : Bert (Vincent Butta) chronicles the making of director Harry Pen-

Disappointed when they were unable to secure that site for : derecki's big comeback movie of the same title. Penderecki (played 
Abaddon, Mena then rediscovered an old comedy screenplay about : by Naughton) saw moderate success in the '80s with a slew of genre 
the making of a horror film that had frequented his trash bin for the : titles, which included Sasquatch at the Mall, People Pesticide and I'll
past few years. "Brutal Massacre was a script he had written but : Take the Ring Back and the Finger Too. After a few unforeseeable 
didn't really consider a serious project," Barnhard reveals. "He had : mishaps on those previous films and a long break from tlle genre, 

: he's ready to reassemble his eccentric crew and shoot what is sure 
: to be his horror masterpiece. Or so he thinks. 
: "He's not necessarily a bad guy," Naughton says. "There has to 
: be some kind of likability for this character. So rather then just be 
; this crazy wacko who doesn't care about people, I believe he's 
: just very passionate about what he does! This is a guy who's a 
: seasoned director; it looks like he's had successes in his past, 
: but like anybody who's had any kind of career, over time there 
: were some ups and downs, and the making of Brutal Massacre

is tlle opportunity to infuse new energy and hopefully be a suc
cess for him, because he really needs one." 

Barnhard couldn't be more pleased with Naughton's portrayal of 
Penderecki. "He has a great, dry sense of comedic timing," the pro
ducer says. "After the first day of shooting, we couldn't imagine 
having anyone else in that role." Adds Naughton, "Stevan just 

: wanted it real and believable." 
• What was it like for Mena, a self-proclaimed huge fan of the
: genre, to suddenly be at the helm of a movie with a Who's Who list




